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An account is given of the interplay between partially ionized plasma physics and
the development of gas discharge lasers. Gas discharge excitation has provided a
wide array of laser devices extending from the soft X-ray region to the far infrared.
The scaling of gas discharge lasers in power and energy also covers many orders of
magnitude. The particular features of three regimes are discussed: short wavelength
lasers(deep UV to soft X-ray); visible and near UV lasers; and infrared molecular
gas lasers. The current status (Fall 1990) of these areas is reviewed, and an assess-
ment is made of future research topics that are perceived to be important.
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Plasma Physics Issues in Gas Discharge
Laser Development

Alan Garscadden, Senior Member, IEEE, Mark J. Kushner, Fellow, IEEE, and J. Gary Eden, Fellow. IEEE

(Invited Review Paper)

Abstract--An account is given of the interplay between partially longer wavelengths, since the threshold energy density of the
ionized plasma physics and the development of gas discharge plasma for infrared lasers is much less than that for short
lasers. Gas discharge excitation has provided a wide array of laser wavelength lasers. Shorter wavelengths also require plasma
devices extending from the soft X-ray region to the far infrared. media of high uniformity to avoid beam spreading by re-
The scaling of gas discharge lasers in power and energy also
covers many orders of magnitude. The particular features of three fractive inhomogeneities. Consequently, the short wavelength
regimes are discussed: short wavelength lasers (deep UV to soft lasers tend to. scale with energy density, while the longer
X-ray); visible and near UV lasers: and infrared molecular gas wavelength molecular gas lasers can scale both volumetrically
lasers. The current status (Fall 1990) of these areas is reviewed, and with energy density to the extent that the enhanced plasma
and an assessment is made of future research topics that are
perceived to be important. chemistry does not deplete or quench the lasing species. Also.

the transition probabilities are generally much higher at shorter
1. INTRODUCTION wavelengths so that it becomes much more difficult to achieve

CW operation unless the lower laser level population is rapidly

A LTHOUGH R. C. Tolman [1] appears to have originated depleted. Therefore as one moves into the UV regime, pulsed
in 1923 the concept of population inversion leading to laser technology is generally invoked to meet these constraints.

stimulated emission and amplification, his comments suggest Further complications in developing discharge pumped short
that he considered the situation so improbable as to be of wavelength lasers are the plasma instabilities associated with
little value. However, at about the same time, R. Ladenburg intense pumping rates.
[2] found it necessary when analyzing experiments on anoma- Much of the exploratory work on identifying and developing
lous dispersion to include stimulated emission terms in his new lasers occurred in the 1960's and 70's, and now the studies
analyses of radiation from the positive columns of narrow- are usually confined to a much more limited range of species
bore neon discharges. The early discharge investigations of and gas mixtures. The emphasis has also changed to improving
Ladenburg and of V. A. Fabrikant [3] and their colleagues the reliability and lifetime of the laser.
came close to achieving the necessary conditions for pop- Given the above constraints, one concludes that the elec-
ulation inversion and laser action. At that time. there was trical discharge laser is superior to chemical lasers under
emphasis on understanding the approach to equilibrium at those conditions where energy density scaling is required.
higher discharge currents and almost no research on enhancing Compared to solid-state lasers, it wins when volumetric scaling
the nonequilibrium features. or operation at short wavelengths ( A < 200 nm) is required.

The threshold condition for a gas laser [41 is Discharge lasers also have the advantages that gases can be

I self-healing and are much more tolerant than solids of thermal
,V, \1 _ 87r (21rRT 9, o overload.
9u 91 .4,1gA 3 _,N• T

where .VN, y,,, N1, and gt are the populations and statistical II. SHORT-WAVELENGTH LASERS IN DISCHARGES AND

weights of the upper and lower laser levels, respectively, Aul LASER-PRODUCED PLASMAS: UV TO SOFT X-RAY

is the transition probability, R is the gas constant, T_, is the In their classic review paper in 1976, Waynant and Elton
gas temperature, .11 is the molecular mass, a is the total [5 discussed the demanding requirements inherent to the
loss coefficient, and L is the length of the gain medium. demonstration of new lasers in the spectral region below
Other things being equal, it is mu-h easier to obtain gain at 200 nm. Written on the eve of the discovery of the ArF.

Manuscript received April 24. 1990: revised September 18. 1991. The ArCl, and KrCI rare gas-halide lasers, their article summarized
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report by Matthews er al. [6], a succession of XUV and soft X- 1024 , 1

ray amplifiers and oscillators based on electronic transitions in e-Collisional
multiply charged ions. This section will briefly review recent %., Recombnoation
progress in this area (through Fall 1990) and venture a few ; - ,,i-
predictions as to future directions. E .. ., Excitation and

Dielectronic
,,,,,Capture

"-Z", Beam

A. Atomic Lasers z .0 ,.N ,, /

Short wavelength (A < 200 nm) atomic lasers and amplifiers Plsm

developed in the past decade have relied exclusively on laser-
produced plasmas as the excitation source. In most cases.
population inversion is achieved by electron-impact excitation C 1018 Photoionization

of the upper laser level while, in other instances, incoherent Plasmas

soft X-rays produced by the hot. dense plasma photoionize
the species of interest. The success of this tool is perhaps best
illustrated by noting that, at the time of this writing, more than 1016 Rs a ncfe Bam
35 ionic transitions in the soft X-ray region alone have lased Charge~ronsfer'Beams
or produced gain. 10 102 103

MacGowan et al. [81 have summarized the majority of Wavelength (A)
the ions that have. to date, exhibited amplification in the
XUV or soft X-ray regions. By irradiating thin selenium foils Fig. 1. Wavelength depende:lce of the mean particle density i.,.VI-

mounted on Formar substrates with 7 . 1013 W-cm- 2 of calculated in 15] to obtain, by sciected collisional and optical processes. gains
of ot = )c'u -; (,, = 0. 1cm- for ion beamsi. In this graph..N, denote% the

0.53 iim (frequency doubled Nd:YAG) photons. Matthews et number density of the particle (or photon) responsible for driving the pumping

al. [6], [9] at the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory process of interest. For electron impact excitation of a lO-nm laser in a plasma.

observed amplification on 3p - 3s transitions of the Ne-like for example. t*v,\,tI/2 = i.N_VN )112 2 10,',cm-. In the region in
which plasma Stark-effect line-broade-iing dominates, the Stark width scales

ion Se-÷ (Se XXV) at 20.64 and 20.98 nm. Vaporization of approximately linearly with the electron ( .V. or ion i.V, particle number

the target at such intensities produces plasmas characterized densities. This figure is reprinted from [5] by permission.

by electron densities of 3 - 5- 102°m 3-1 and a - 1-keV
electron temperature. Pumping of the 2p-l5 2 3p.,,2 (J = 0)
level of the multiply charged Se ion is expected to occur 1015
by electron-impact excitation of the ion's 2Ip' ground state.
Spontaneous emission (on the 3s - 2p transition) rapidlydeactivates the 3s (1 1) lower laser level population of the "

ion. allowing gain coefficients of -,• 4.0cm'- to be realized :- :
on the 20.6-nm transition. Several other Ne-like ions have S 0

exhibited gain at wavelengths ranging from 8.2 to 28.5 nm. , so:
and Table I (adapted from [8]. [10]. and [11]) summarizes AS

the results obtained with nine atomic ions. The Zn. Ga. and
As oscillator data were obtained in experiments conducted
at the Naval Research Laboratory. The spectral region over z
which gain has been obtained (at discrete wavelengths) is 10 I0:,
indicated, as is the measured gain coefficient. Also. the rapid an C c. Go

rise in peak laser-pump intensity that is required as the gain
wavelength decreases is clear from Table I. This trend is
supported by Waynant and Elton's [5] calculations in which.
in the 1-100 nm region, the volumetric pumping rate was 102
predicted to increase by four orders of magnitude for each 10 100

factor of ten decrease in wavelength (i.e.. 107W-cm- 3 at 100 L.ASER WAVELENGTH ( nm)

nm to 1011W-cm- at 10 nm). Rosen et al.'s calculations [12] Fig. 2. Peak la,,cr intensities required for pumping various neon-like atomic

underscore this behavior as they show that the pump laser ion lasers (data after 18l)ý

power required to reach saturation of a soft X-ray laser scales
with wavelength as A-4 .

Fig. 1 (reprinted from [51) also illustrates the strong func- plasma length along the coordinate orthogonal to the optical

tional dependence of the mean plasma density on A. The axis of the laser is - lOOt.n then the pump intensities of

variation of peak laser intensity with laser wavelength (shown rable I and Fig. 2 correspond to instantaneous specific power

in Fie. 2 for several Ne-likc systems demonstrated to date) loadings of 6 . 1()14 to I lOl6W-cm-3. which are several

qualitatively reflects the increased demands placed on pump orders of magnitude higher than the estimate from [5] of
power 1y movine to shorter wavelengths [81. [131. If the 101'W-cm-t for \ 0ll nm.



TABLE I

XUV AND SoFr X-RAY ATOMIC AMPUFIERS OBTAINED To DATE (ADAPTED FROM REFS. [8], [101, AND [111)

Ion Transition ,. nm Laser Intensity, W-cm-1 Gain
(A,,..,, ) Coefficient (cm,'

Neon-Like Ions

Cu 3p-.3s 22.11. 27.93, 28.47 6-1012 (1.06, m) 1.7-2.0

Zn:0÷ 
3 p-.3s 21.22. 26.23, 26.72 - 2.0-2.3

Ga'] 3p-3s 24.67. 25.11 -

Ge-+ 3 p-.3s 19.61. 23.22, 23.63, 24.73. 6,1012 (1.06 pm) 3.1-4.1
28.65

As'3- 
3 p- 3 s 21.88. 22.26 - 5.4

Se-'4. 3 p- 3 s 18.24, 20.64, 20.98. 22.03. 7.1013 (532 nm) 2.2-4.9
26.29

Sr28÷ 3p-
3

s 16.41, 16.65 1.4. 1014 (532 am) 4.0-4.4

y 2
9- 3p-.3s 15.50. 15.71 1.4.1014 (532 nm) -4

Me3o÷ 3p.-3s 10.64, 13.10. 13.27. 13.94 4.1014 (532 rim) 2.2-4.2

Nickel-Like Ions

Eu 35 4d-4p 6.58, 7.10, 10.04, 10.46 7-1013 (532 rim) 0.1-1.1

yb42÷ 4d-4p 5.03 1.4-1014 (532 nm) 1.2

Lithium-Like Ions

AIll(' 4f, 5f-3d 10.57. 15.47 4.1012- 1.7"1014 (532 rim, 1.0-3.5

1.06 pm. 10.6 pm)
sill+ 4f-3d 12.9 2-1013 (10.6 pm) 1.5

Hydrogen-Like Ions

C- 3-2 18.2 5.1012 (10.6 prm), 4.1-8.0
1.5 1014 (532 nm)

Fs' 3-2 8.1 5.7-1014 (532 nm) 5.5

Similar schemes have been developed for inverting XUV N

and soft X-ray transitions in nickel-like, lithium-like, and LIM

hydrogen-like ions. One of the earliest reported soft X-ray N-l6o eS,.oce: 3-2trtn

amplifiers, based on the hydrogen-like C VI transition at 18.2 oN*V L1-NA.S*e *: 4?-31

nm, was discovered by Suckewer et al. at Princeton University O ecu

[14], [15]. Amplification was observed in a magnetically .o " o NM
confined plasma produced by irradiating a carbon disk with ,o

75-ns FWHM, 300-J pulses from a CO, laser. As indicated sxM 0rMt
0 Main Table I. single-pass gains exceeding 6.5 were produced on Z aNr IM

the 3 -l transition of the C5" ion upon populating the upper SC=t 0 0

laser level by recombination. Vc, 0l o s
cc= 0

As shown in Table I. the Ni- and Li-like ion systems involve k% Im

4d - 4p and nf - 3d (n = 4. 5) transitions, respectively.
Hagelstein (161 has recently simulated a prospective laser at 00 0

25 nm in nickel-like Moe13. Electron-impact excitation of IONIATION ENERGY (ev)

the ions's 3d' 0 ground state in a plasma having an electron Fig. 3. Variation of the lasing wavelength of hydrogen-like and lithium-like

temperature and electron density of 150 eV and (2 - 4) • ions with the ionization energy of the ion (repnnted from 1171 by permission)

101"rm-'. respectively, is expected to result in stimulated
emission on the 4d - 4p transition of the ion with predicted
peak gain coefficients of --- t).0fciinV- (at 25.4 nm). Only a It should be noted that although the fundamental physical

few of the possible Li- and H-like ion lasers have yet been processes occurring in these laser systems are presently not

demonstrated. aid Fig. 3 depicts the range in wavelengths that thoroughly understood, it is evident that the plasma parameters

is available with multiply charged ions having these electronic and n, and T, in particular, are critical to the attainment
configurations. of gain in this spectral region. Both are. in turn. related

3



to the target material and peak laser intensity. To a first
approximation. the plasma blackbody temperature T is related C I 9 sxe4d9ss25p6

to the laser intensity I by C lcS i,

SZ 0.6(j,\2)2/3 (2) wo °
ZZ

where T. I, and Aare expressed in electronvolts. W-cm-2 . N.P
and centimeters, respectively. Also, the large optical pump Ar3l p4 ,p(3 p)

2 p

intensities that are necessary to realize gain underscore the 2 0-3)

validity of Hagelstein's comment that [161 "No one has yet S (
developed an X-ray laser at home in their garage." U 405,6, I

At longer wavelengths. Kapteyn et al. [18], Silfvast and 20 40 60 so 1oo 120
Wood [19], and Sher et al. 120] have demonstrated lasing ENERGY (*V
at 108.9 nm from doubly ionized xenon by photoionizingthe neutral ground stateoub ly with ,.,o by sot X-ray Fig. 4. Dependence of the inner-shell photoionization cross sections on

edirectly with - -eV soft X-ray photon energy for several of the atomic lasers reported in 1191 (reprinted

photons. This photoabsorption process rermoves an inner- by permission).

shell 4d elec:ron, producing the 2D33 2.5/2 5St; c of Xe", which
subsequently decays by an Auger process i the 5so 5p 6 'So
state of Xe Ill Both tantalum and gold-eleci plated stainless- velocity distribution is roughly Maxwellian. Consequently, the
steel targets ere used to produce the soft '-rays, and peak excitation rate (av) to the upper laser level-the metastable
laser intensit s (A = 1.06 /m) were 2- 101 - 1012 W-cm- 2 . Cs 5p 5 5d 6s 4 D, . level-is 3.5.10-9cma-s-' which yields a
The efficiency for converting 1.06-/pm infraied pump power peak upper state population of 1.2.10 14 cm-3 . Lasing occurred
into soft X-r:.v radiation was estimated to be '-7% [181, [201, in the extreme ultraviolet at 96.9 nm, and the small signal gain
and the blac0.body temperature of the plasr i was calculated coefficient was measured to be 4.9 cm-'.
to be 30 eV. Kapteyn et al. [181 also four ! that preventing Efforts by Rocca et al. to produce UV lasers in CW electron-
photons of energy < 50 eV from reaching tf: Xe gas enhanced beam-pumped plasmas (221 have yielded 14 mW on the 318.1
the laser output by almost an order of rr. enitude. Photons nm [5s 'G 4 - 5p 3 F3 1 transition of the silver ion [231.
below this energy threshold photoionize '-c atom, but eject Discharge currents exceeding 1 A at 2.5 kV from a two
a 5s, rather than 4d, electron-thus unne, -,sarily increasing electron-gun arrangement have made it possible to achieve
the electron density without contributing ) pumping of the continuous lasing on this and several visible lines of Ag, Zn,
upper laser level. By exciting the Xe III aser in traveling- Cd, and F by direct electron-impact excitation. In order to im-
wave geometry, Sher et al. [20] measured a mall signal gain of prove the specific power loading of the medium and extend the
e40 (-Yo = 4.4 cm- 1 ) and single pulse outp, . cnergies of 20 pJ range of available wavelengths into the VUV, Rocca's group
in the forward direction and 0.4 tLJ in the ,:;ckward direction, is also exploring capillary discharges 1241. Pulsed capillary-
The key to making this system practical ua is the development confined discharges in He produce electron densities in excess
of a novel. oblique-incidence pumping geometry. Presently, of 10 7 cm-3 , and have the added advantage of rapid plasma

the Xe laser can be effectively pumped with < 500 mJ of cooling by conduction to the discharge cell walls. Strong
1064 nm (Nd:YAG) radiation and operates at a pulse repetition emission was observed from He II in an effort to obtain gain
frequency of 2 Hz. It is anticipated that further development on its hydrogenic 3 - 2 line. Similar experiments with lithium
of these techniques will lead to practical sources of even produced XUV radiation at 72.9 nm from doubly charged Li
shorter wavelength radiation. The reduced pump energies will ions formed in discharges in capillaries fabricated from lithium
permit higher repetition rates (>10 Hz) and result in accessi- hydride. Peak current densities up to 2.5- 106A-cm- 2 in a 40-
bility of the sources to nonlaser scientists for applications in kV discharge yielded emission on the 3 - 2 line of Li", which
spectroscopy, imaging, high-resolution holography, nonlinear noticeably intensified in the plasma afterglow, presumably due
optics. and materials studies. to pumping of the Li Ill, n = 3 state by three-body electron-ion

In addition to the Xe Auger laser, Silfvast and Wood [191 recombination in the cooling plasma.
have reported soft X-ray photoionization-pumped lasers in In' Experiments conducted by Petersen [25] have recently
at 185 nm and He at 164 nm. Both involve the removal of an yielded more than 80 new CW lasing lines from ionic
inner shell electron, and Fig. 4 shows the energy dependence transitions of the rare gases. With a - 2.6-mm bore. but
of the photoionization cross sections of interest for several otherwise conventional ion-laser plasma tube, he reported
elements that have lased when pumped by soft X-rays [19]. continuous lasing on 46 lines in the 200-300 nm region, and 43

A photoelectron-pumped laser in neutral Cs vapor was in the 300-400 nm interval. Most exhibited threshold currents
recently demonstrated by Barty et al. 121). Although initiated of 40-70 A ý730 - 1280A-cm- 2 ), which is a reflection of
by the production of soft X-rays at a stainless-steel target. this the fact that the upper levels for these laser transitions lie
laser is actually collisionalily pumped by hot photoelectrons. as much as 125 eV above the ground state for the neutral
The conversion efficiency of the 1.3,) 1.01'2W-cm-'. 1.064- species. Single-line output powers up to - 0.65 W have been
/im pump intensity into soft X-rays was - 3%. giving rise obtained, and. for Kr. the output power for all the lines in the
to a plasma radiating a - 25-eV blackbody spectrum. At this 242-266 nm region was 2.5 W. In Ar. the lasing transitions in
temperature. the photoelectron density is - l(l16ct - and the the 275-306 nm range yielded as much as h W of CW power.

4



B. Molecular Lasers s

The introduction of new UV and VUV molecular lasers over 0(

the past several years has slowed considerably as emphasis has 12eV Blackbody
shifted to the development of existing systems. and to the F: 3_ c

laser, in particular. Recent experiments conducted by Yamada a
et al. [26] increased the output pulse energy of this laser 2

by almost an order of magnitude over previous devices (to 2
beyond 100 mJ/pulse). Improvements in the laser's extraction
efficiency were attributed to a reduced anode-cathode gap
(and, hence, increased E/N) and the use of diluent pressures (b)
as high as -- 6000 torr (-. 8 atm). Modeling of this system 10
by Kim et at. [271 and Ohwa and Obara (28] bear out these •
results. Efficient operation of the laser requires specific power
loadings of the active medium in the -- 4 - 23 MW-cm- 3  6

range [26], which is roughly an order of magnitude larger ,.O 4

than that required for the rare gas-halide systems. This. of ZU 2

course, is a reflection of the large ionization potentials of 2

both of the constituents of the F, laser gas mixture (He. F2 ). 0 (c)
For a He/F: (99.85/0.15%) gas mixture at a total pressure
of 2.6 atm. for example. Ohwa and Obara [28] calculate
the electron temperature to be 4.6 eV for E/N = 7.7 ., ,,- 2
10_1TV cm- 2 . 0 r

c0-.The higher power deposition requirements for the F: laser
stem not only from the higher power deposition inherent
with high-pressure operation. but also from several kinetics
factors. Simulations [28] suggest that the acceleration in the
removal rate for the laser's lower level [F_(A')] population (d)
and temporal broadening of the laser pulse are critical issues z
favoring increased background pressures. Consequently, to 9i
obtain intrinsic laser efficiencies exceeding 1% requires total e

,X Werner Band
gas pressures of at least 4 atm [281. Similar conclusions were Z 30

reached by Kim et al. [27]. '20
The F2 laser has been developed to such an extent U,

that commercially available systems now offer several watts 10

of output power at pulse repetition frequencies exceeding O 50.
0 50 100 :so 2CD50 Hz. While the gas lifetime is below 106 shots, ENERGY (eV)

continuing improvements in laser-head construction materials Fig. 5. Data relevant to the operation of the H:- 16-nm laser pumped

and design promise to extend the gas-fill lifetime and by a photoionization electron source. Comparison of: (a) the photon energy

improve single-pulse output energies by at least a factor of distribution emitted by a 12-eV blackbodv. (b) the H: phototonization cross
section, (c) the calculated electron density, and (d) the electron-impact

two. excitation cross section for the Weiner band (C-X) of H: (reprinted from

A striking example of the utility of laser-produced plasmas [291 by permission).

in pumping molecular lasers by electron impact is the H, VUV
laser experiments reported by Benerofe et. al. [291. Molecular C. Future Prospects
hydrogen was photoionized with soft X-rays produced by a
traveling-wave laser plasma. When the plasma is produced Since the single-pulse energies and repetition rates available
by - 580 mJ. 200-ps pulses from an Nd:YAG laser, free with a transverse discharge-pumped F2 laser exceed those from
electrons generated by the photoionization process have an other sources in the VUV, near-term efforts will undoubtedly
average energy of 10 eV. and the electron density is estimated focus on further improving the efficiency of this laser. How-
to be :3 • 101'cm-l in the active volume. Figs. 5(a) and (b) ever, since the D' - A' lasing transition in F, occurs between
compare the photon energy distribution for a 12-eV black- two bound states, the tunability of this system is limited and the
body with the H, photoionization cross section. The electron development of primary sources in the VUV (or XUV for that
energy distribution calculated in (29] is illustrated in Fig, 5(c) matter) that are tunable would be extremely valuable for sev-
and. Fig. 5(d) shows the H, ClY, - Xl'v1 " (Werner band) eral applications. including spectroscopy, optical imaging. and
electron-impact. excitation cross section. With this pumping materials analysis. Toward that end. Sauerbrey and Langhoff
technique a gain coefficient of 0.9 cm-1 was measured at [30] have proposed and explored the excimer (bound - free)
room temperature for a gain length of 27 cm. Lowering the transitions of the singly charged alkali-halide ions as possible
gas temperature to 11)0) K results in the gaia coefficient rising VUV laser-active media. Following the trend toward higher
to -• 1.5 ,'tt - stages of ionization in atomic systems, increased attention to



ionized small molecules seems inevitable in order to satisfy the are He-Ne lasers which operate on a CW basis at gas pressures
competing requirements of tunability and short wavelength, of a few torr and power depositions of a few to 10's W-cm- 3 .

For the laser plasma-pumped atomic lasers, increased efforts Due to the specialized nature of gas discharges for VNUV
in the optical properties of materials in the VUV. XUV. and lasers, it is difficult to present a general discussion of
soft X-ray spectral regions and the application of MBE and their properties. This uniqueness is illustrated by discussing
MOCVD film-deposition techniques to multilayer fabrication how gas discharges may be designed to enhance certain
will lead to steady improvements in the performance of short- plasma-chemical attributes which, in this case. result in laser
wavelength optical components. A major impediment in the oscillation. In this section we will discuss excimer lasers as
past to progress has been the quality of available optics. but an exemplary system of how the gas discharge may set limits
the plenary paper given at CLEO'91 by R. Freeman of Bell on the performance of the laser.
Laboratories highlighted the advances that have been realized
recently in the fabrication of reflective optics in the soft X-ray
region. Improvements in the interfacial quality of multilayer A. General Properties of Excimer Lasers
structures have yielded reflectivities exceeding 60-70% at 130 Electric discharge excimer lasers provide highly efficient
nm. for example. Over the next five years, one can expect even sources of pulsed coherent ultraviolet (UV) radiation [31].
greater strides to be taken in this area. which will translate The term "excimer'" has now come to refer to a class of
into soft X-ray oscillators that have higher peak powers excited molecules which are bound in their excited states.
and yet are more compact. Coupled with more widespread and repulsive or weakly bound (Do < kT) in their ground
use of the traveling-wave excitation technique developed at states. Laser transitions typically occur between the lowest
Stanford. such advances will lower threshold pumping powers. excited states of these molecules and their ground states.
bringing these atomic lasers within the financial reach of more These molecules therebv constitute nearly ideal laser media.
laboratories. Improvements in target design so as to more Since their ground states are unstable, inversions are readily
efficiently convert near-IR or visible laser power into soft obtained by pumping the upper level. Transitions to the ground
X-ravs of the desired energies will encourage this trend. state then result in dissociation of the molecule. The fact

that their ground states are not stable, though, means that

1Il. VISIBLE AND NEAR-UV LASERS excimer species themselves cannot be feedstock gases and
must be generated "real time" in the plasma. Excimer lasers areInfrared lasers which operate on transitions between vibra-thrfeacutlydsibds"psm-eia"lsr.

tional levels of the lowest electronic state have upper levels A a rity o ex cimer m s havea demosate laser

which are at most a few tenths of an electronvolt above the Avreyo xie oeue aedmntae ae
which arel. Atmst a fewultenths ofschangesectonvt aboveay t- action. The most successful in terms of efficiency, laser energy.
ground level. As a result, gas discharges can be easily con- adtcnlgcldvlpetaeterr a aoe RHand technological development are the rare gas halogen (RgH)
structed which have characteristic energies commensurate with excimers. The RgH lasers that have been most intensively
these values. Visible and near-UV lasers, however, operate on developed are ArF (193 nm). KrF (248 nm). XeCI (308 nm).
electronic transitions whose upper laser level is a few to 10's of and XeF (351 rm). The excited RgH excimer results from the
electronvolts above the ground state. It is difficult, particularly ion pair consisting of the rare gas (Rg) positive ion and the
on a CW basis, to construct gas discharges which have halogen (H) negative ion. (See Fig. 6.) These excimer lasers
these characteristic energies. As a result, visible and near-UV typically operate between the bound B state of the ion pair and
(VNUV) lasers usually rely on a fortuitous sequence of kinetic the repulsive (or weakly bound) X state. The B-X transitions
processes to excite the upper laser level. For example, many have wavelengths ranging from 192 nm for ArF(B-X) to 351
metal ion lasers are excited by excitation transfer from an

nm for XeF(B-'X). Visible wavelengths can be obtained by
electronically excited noble gas atom whose levels fortuitously operating on the lower gain (C-A) transitions of the XeCI
align themselves with the appropriate levels in the metal atom. and XeF molecules.
For example. in the Cd÷ laser, the upper levels are produced A schematic of a typical discharge laser appears in Fig. 7
by excitation transfer from helium metastable atoms. [311[1331. The electrode separation is a few to 10 cm. with

Ilvt 2 'S. 2"S) + C Cd~~- (5,..D-, 2) _; 12,) lengths of 10's of cm to > I m. The gas pressure is 1-5 atm

(3a) (see below). The discharge circuit consists of a pulse-forming

Laser oscillation then follows on the 441.6-nm transition line (PFL) with electrical lengths of 10's to 100's of ns. The
charging voltage of the PFL is 1-4 kV/cm-atm. resulting in

('(I-(.Qs' 2 D-,/ 2 ) - Cd+(5t) 2 P 1/2 ) ÷ h-,(2.N'V) (3b) a power deposition of 100 kW-cm-i to many MW-cm-.

The voltage is switched onto the laser head using a thyratron
(Gas discharges used for VNUV lasers therefore tend to or low-inductance rail-gap switch, causing breakdown and

be somewhat specialized, each being designed to persuade sustaining a discharge current of 100's of A-cm--. The
the energy flow to follow a certain kinetic pathway which impedance of the discharge is typically 0.1-0.5 Q-m based
enables threshold to be reached. For example. at one end of on a square aperture. Variants of the discharge circuit use
thc extreme are excimer lasers ( 193-351 nm) which are excited saturable magnetic inductors (351 to aid in switching, or a
h% pulsed ieas discharges having pulse lengths ot 10-100(1 ns. separate "'spiker'" circuit to breakdown the gas [36). thereby
!as prcssurcs o• 1-5 iam. and a power deposition ot 101) kW- allowing better impedance matching between the sustainer
'M I,:tc%% %IW-cr n At the opposite end oh the catceor, PFL and laser head. It is mandatory that the discharge volume



12 Kr-" + F- -- %I -- KrF(B. v) - Kr + %I l5)

10 where M is a stabilizing third body. The neutral channel
S.consists dominantly of harpooning reactions. exemplified by

8- 1 3/2-Kr x (z P3,'21÷F" [461

6. C ltI, Kr' - Fý -- KrF(B.v0 - F (6)
02

Z4 where Kr* represents Kr in an excited state. As argon is
// often used in the gas mixture for a KrF. additional excitation

2 reactions such as

0-A2nv.a KF(2.,z ArF(B) + Kr - KrF(B. vi I- Ar (7)

x It/,,z are possible where the ArF exciplex was previously formed by
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 reactions analogous to those shown above. These formation

R (1) reactions are exothermic bv a few to many electronvolts.

Fig. n. Energy levels of the K'F exciplex. Laser oscillation at 248 nm takes resulting in KrF(B. v) being formed high in the vibrational
place on the B--X transition 131]. manifold. Lasing, however, occurs out of KrF(B. v=0). There-

fore collisional relaxation of the vibrational manifold must

SPARK-GAPOR occur before lasing [47].
THYRATRON
TYPICAL) HIGH IMPEDANCE

SPIKER PFL (OPTIONAL) B. Scaling Considerations

OISCHARGE ( "'TO CHARGING The formation efficiency (power channeled to the upper
ELECTRODE -..- CIRCUITS) laser level compared to power deposited in the plasma) of

"- KrF excimer lasers may be as high as 40%. This high
LOW IMPEDANCE efficiency results from the fact that with the exception of

S.I. rSUSTAINER PFL
LASER _[ \ ". ,, the repulsive A states of the F, molecule (which has a small
M)RRlOR" TO PULSE POWERI��R� FOR PREIONZAVrO• mole fraction anyway), the upper laser level is energetically

PREIONIZATION SOURCE the lowest excited electronic state in the system. Therefore
4_ power deposited in the plasma will naturally channel by

excitation transfer down to the upper laser level [48]. For
Fig. 7 Schematic of a discharge-excited excimer laser. The discharge ex a tleo suppose a n to th p er lan ele [48).im or

electrodes are typically separated by a few to 10 cm and have lengths of examp an Ar* is produced by an electronic-impact
10's of cm to I m. The optical axis is parallel to the long dimension of the collision. Dimerization rapidly follows, after which charge
electrodes transfer produces Kr*. This reaction is followed by an ion-ion

neutralization which produces the upper laser level:

be uniformly preionized to 107 - 10'(cn- 3 prior to applying Ar Kr Kr F-
high voltage. Preionization is accomplished using UV spark e + Ar Ar- - Ar' - Kr - Kr- KrF(B). (8)
arrays [371. X-rays [381, [39]. and corona bars [401.

Commercial excimer lasers are currently available which
deliver a few joules of pulse energy at repetition rates of Gas mixtures for excimer lasers are usually tertiary, con-
100's of Hz. yielding as much as 500 W [41]. The discharge taining a lower atomic weight noble gas in addition to the rare
apertures on these devices are a few centimeters. wallplug gas and halogen for the excimer molecule. For example. in
efficienc, , are a few percent, and the laser pulse lengths are discharge-excited KrF lasers a typical gas mixture is He/Kr. F-
usually < .30 ns. Higher pulse energies (<_ 66 J) [42], [43], = 99.5/0.5/0.05. Although binary gas mixtures (e.g.. KriF:)
larger apertures (:_ 20 cm) [431, higher efficiencies of (!_ 4%) have been investigated, optimum performance is usually ob-
[44], and longer pulse lengths of (< 1.5 /Ls) [371 have been tained with a tertiary mixture. The tertiary mixture is necessar,
obtained with XeCI laboratory lasers, although not all on a due to the large momentum-transfer cross section of the Rg
single device. which forms the exciplex. The cross sections for electron-

Excited states of the RgH exciplex are typically generated impact momentum transfer am for Ar. Kr. and Xe exceed
via an ion-ion neutralization process constituting the ion 10 A-' for energies in the range of 5-10 eV [49].
channel, or a harpooning reaction constituting the neutral These values of am would require excessively high oper-
channel. For purposes of discussion we will use the KrF laser ating and breakdown voltages for large aperture discharges
in Ar/Kr;F2 and He/KriF2 mixtures as a model system. The (greater than a few centimeters). Therefore the average ,:
processes discussed for KrF are directly analogous to other mixture must be reduced by diluting with either He or Ne.
RgH systems. For example. the KrF(B) molecule is formed both of which have lower momentum transfer cross sections
through the ion channel by [44]. 145] compared to the heavier rare gases. In practice. avalanche-

discharge excimer lasers (pulse lengths < 20-30 ns) tend to use
Kr- - F- - N KrF(B. v) - \1 (4) He as a buffer gas. Long-pulse I> many 10's ns) discharge



excimer lasers tend to use Ne as a buffer gas. since its lower where (T. is the optical stimulated-emission cross section.
momentum transfer cross section at energies < 10 eV is Since the excimer transition is essentially bound-free, the
advantageous. optical emission cross section tends to bc small compared

The requirement that excimer lasers must operate at pres- to that for atomic bound-bound transitions. For example. the
surcs exceeding an atmosphere results from the fact that the optical stimulated-emission cross section for KrF is 2.6 x
formation of the upper laser level through the ion channel 1l0- ci" ' [31), which combined with a formation efficiency
requires a three-body reaction in order for its rate to be of 25%- and effective lifetime of 5 ns. the power deposition in
competitive with other excitaion or quenching processes. For a KrF laser must be 250 kW-cm 3 to obtain a small signal pain
example, the rate constant for ioa-ion neutralization resulting of 0.1 cti-. With this power deposition. the system must be
in atomic products, operated on a pulsed basis.

The fact that high-power deposition is required sets further
Kr- - F- - Kr + F. (9) limits on the gas pressure. Power deposition in an electric

discharge is given bv P = jaE_, where j,j is the discharge
( 1 -i(rruui~s- (501. The ion-ion neutralization current density and E. is the self-sustaining electric field. The

reaction resulting in formation of the exciplex dimer is a self-sustaining electric field is determined almost entirely by
three-body reaction [--4. (45): the gas mixture. It is that value where

Kr- - F- - % - KrF(B) 4- MI (10) = Etfsk,, (12)

,.where %I is any third body and is required to conserve momen- where f, is the mole fraction of component .). ki,
tum. In order for the exciplex-torming reaction to effectively is its ionization rate coefficient, and k,, is its attach-

compete with the neutralization reaction, the density of th.- ment rate coefficient. For typical lasers E,'.V%: 2 -

third body must be .NI] >, k•/k 1 . Although there is a 5Td ( m= I x 1O-tV-cm-) [331. [35) or E/P -0.4 -

complicated dependence of kl 0 on [MI. over the range of 0-3 IA) kVicm-atm. The current density is j = Ezn-/ 771 , I

atm. ki,,.\I = .\r! A 3 x I0-'cm3s-<atm-1 [39]. Therefore and in typical gas mixtures. i,,, = *2 X 1i01
2 p(atm) s-1. These

the total gas pressure must exceed an atmosphere in order for values result in Ji z 3.5 x 10'3.-, (kV/cm-atm) p(atm) f kA-

the reaction (10), which forms the exciplex. to dominate. cm-'. where f is the fractional ionization. Power deposition

Due to the efficiency with which deposited power is chan- in an excimer laser discharge is therefore:
neled to the upper laser level, the characteristics of laser P(kW-cm 3.5 x I0•E 2 (kV/cm-atmtp-2(atnif. (13)
operation are largely a function of local power deposition.

Therefore the manner and uniformity of power deposition Since discharge lasers typically operate with fractional ion-
is often the greatest concern in constructing the device and ization of 10-U to 10-'. to obtain power depositions of 100's
optimizing laser performance [341. [51)-(541. The uniformity kW-cm the gas pressure must be at least a few atmospheres.
Of povwcr deposition is largely determined by the distribution
Of the preionization density. Since near its optimum value. C. Unijormitty and Instabilities
laser efficicncy is relatively insensitive to small chances in
other parameters such as gas mixtures, power deposition is The purpose of the discussion above is to motivate the

the only remaining parameter which may be optimized and reader to view discharge-excited excimer lasers as systems

which characterizes the laser. For example. in discharge- whose pertormance depends primarily on local power deposi-

excimer lasers, discharge instabilities limit power deposition tion. The details of the kinetic processes leading to excitation

and constrain laser performance. as opposed to being a limiting of the upper laser level bracket the specific gas pressure

aspect of the kinetics. and power deposition which are required. To the extent that

From past experience and simple scaling laws one could excimer lasers are power-driven devices, their performance
recommend that excimer lasers he operated at low-power is typically lin;ted by issues relating to power deposition as
deposition to enhance their discharge stability. The short opposed to any particular kinetic mechanism. For example. the
radiative lifetime of the upper laser level, however, sets laser pulses in electric discharge-excited excimers are usually
stringent requirements on pump rate and gas pressure. For terminated bv discharge instabilities (e.g.. arcing. constriction.
example. the radiative lifetime of the rare gas-halide excimers streamers) which prevent the gas from being uniformly excited
13 state ranges from 0 ns for KrF to 15 ns for XeF [31]. rather than bottle-necking in the kinetics. These discharge
When also considering quenching processes. the total lifetime instabilities, which develop on time scales of 10's to 100's

ot the B state is 50-70'% of the radiative value. The short of nanoseconds. originate from a ,,nuniformitv in gas mix-
lifetimes ot these molecules sets a requirement on the rate of ture. preionization. density, or electric field fresulting from

pumping (t the medium. For example. for power deposition electrode contouring).
I' , W-cm ý and formation efficiency if. the unsaturated To examine the limiting aspects of discharge stability on
density of the upper laser level is .V,, = rfl½/, where hi, 1;'- performance of excimer lasers it may be useful to view
is the laser photon energy. To obtain a specific small signal the plasma as simply a network of nonlinear resistors. Since

gain. b., :1 . the power deposition must he cxcimer lasers arc typically transversely excited, the plasma
may, be logically divided into segments 'w'.hich are perpendicu-

' ;,, , I I l) lar it both the electrodes and the optical axis. thereh, making



a parallel array. The conductivity of each segment a, and the 20, - -, , 3I0

total conductivity of the discharge or are -- rxeony ,
-• 5C! - Voltoge

,, (4/),(nq/.,,. a = E,or, (14) C o - -e20C

where I is the length of the segment. .4 is its cross-sectional U. Z
area, rn is the electron density in the segment, and v,, is the /o\'\\ o
electron momentum-transfer collision frequency. The power 0> 0 D
deposition in a particular segment is therefore: '

P =jE, = T, E2 X rz,. (15) 00 25 0
75 00o 125

If we limit ourselves to plane parallel electrodes, the E/N TIME (ns)

across each plasma segment is the same. The relative power Fig. 8. Experimental and theoretical waveforms for the discharge-exctted

deposition between segments therefore scales to first order as laser constructed by Watanabe and Endoh [331.
the ratio of their electron densities. Instabilities resulting in
largely disparate power deposition must then have originated
from processes which cause or reinforce small changes in electron collisions, and also includes models for the external
electron density, electrical circuitry and laser extraction. The model is a lime-

In excimer lasers, where electron loss is dominated by dependent one-dimensional representation and is based on
attachment to the halogen donor (e.g.. F- in a KrF laser) models described in [351 and [55]-[57]. The experimental
and in which the halogen donor is consumed during the conditions foi this demonstration are those of Watanabe and
discharge pulse. small changes in the initial preionization Endoh [331. The device uses a He/Kr/F2 = 99.47/0.44,0.09
electron density can lead directly to constriction and arcing. gas mixture at 4.5 atm. The discharge active volume is 7 x
Under quasi-steady-state conditions the local self-sustaining 7 x 80 cm 3. An intrinsic laser-energy efficievcy of 1.2% was
electric field is determined by a balance between ionization obtained with an output energy of 10 J. The experimental and
and electron loss. in this case attachment. The operating point theoretical current and voltage waveforms are shown in Fig.
of the discharge is then the value of E/N which satisfies (12). 8.
The mole-fraction-weighted rate coefficients for ionization An instability can result from a nonuniformity in electric
and attachment are functions of halogen density, excited-state field. preionization electron density, or gas mixture which
density, and electron density, in addition to being functions of results in nonuniform halogen burnup. A common source is
E/N. Therefore the operating point in a discharge may vary nonuniformities in preionization electron ctknsitv. To demon-
as a function of position as these parameters also are spatially strate this effect we have varied the preionization density
varying, profile in the discharge KrF laser. Power deposition at the

An instability will occur, because when the operating end of the current pulse is shown in Fig. 9 for fractional edge-
points of various segments of the discharge are different, to-center nonuniformities in a preionization density of 0-4).1
the discharge cannot operate at all of those points (highest on axis). The spatial dimension in the figure is parallel
simultaneously. Since the operating point E/N will be to the electrodes and perpendicular to the optical axis. In all
highest where the halogen density is largest, then there cases, power deposition at the leading edge of the discharge
will be an ionization excess at locations where the pulse is fairly uniform as a function of position and no worse
halogen density is lower. The electron density thereby than in the ratio of the preionization density. At these early

increases in those plasma segments. If the halogen donor times the F2 concentration has not been significantly depleted
is consumed by the attachment process (e.g., e + F: - so that all spatial locations have the same E/.V operating
F + F) and is not replenished during the discharge pulse. point. As the F2 is gradually depleted more rapidly near the
then the rate of burnup of the halogen also increases, axis where the preionization density is the highest. the stable

leading to a higher electron density and further burnup. operating point at those locations decreases to a value smaller
This process is unstable and will eventually lead to than the average E/N, thereby creating an ionization excess.
arcing. An electron avalanche is then initiated, resulting in more rapid

The rate-limiting process of the performance of a discharge- depletion of F2 . This results in constriction of the discharge
excited excimer laser is therefore the uniformity of power and termination of laser oscillation.
deposition. The uniformity of power deposition is determined Another effect which can cause an instability is Ei.V not
bv the uniformity of the preionization density, electric field, being uniform, which may occur as a result of nonaligned
and reactants (e.g., halogen density) which may cause the electrodes. To demonstrate this effect we varied the alignment
operating point of a given plasma segment (that is. its lo- of the electrodes to cause an edge-to-center fractional change
cal self-sustaining E/N) to be different from that provided in E/.V of 0-4).01 (highest on the axis). while keeping the
bv the discharge. The degree of nonuniformity which may preionization density uniform. These results are shown in Fig.

be tolerated is quite small. To demonstrate this effect an 10. Only small variation I<< 0.l7,) -hanges in E,'.N can be
electric discharge KrF(B-.X) laser has been modeled. This tolerated before constriction of the discharge and termination
simulation includes rate equations for the heavy particle and of laser oscillation occurs.



MAXIS TABLE If
5 TIME CoNsTANTsis) OF EsERGY REL4.AXntON

t 12 nsPROCESSES IN MOLECU~LAR GAS DISCHARGES

EDGE TO CENTER Space-charee relaxation lIY-I1-lo
E NONUNIFORMITY IN Electron energy relaxation 1`-0-

PREiONIZATION =0 1 Ionization and attachment o-o
M Vibrational relaxation
Z 3 003 Thermal energy iliffusion o41-

0.0 Gas residence lime Io0`-l0l

0.01 Plasma chemistrv 10s11Io0I

the gas mixture too rapidly, or alternatively the system should
0 1 allow for these changes. In practical situations this usually

means that dissociation processes should not severely deplete
0 1 1 1the lasing molecule density and the products should not quench

0)0 0 20 30 40 the lasing species. Therefore E/N should not be too high
POSITION (cml and the discharge should not provide many energetic electrons

capable of causing dissociation, If the new species formed
Fig,. 9. Power deposition at the end oftIhe current pulse when the preioniza- have large attachment rates. this can lead to a macroscopic
lion densits has ai tractional edve to the center nonunitormilv of0 01 (highest discharge instability. The third feature is that the temperature
on the axis).

of the gas mixture must not be allowed to become comparable
to the energy of the lower level. otherwise thermal pumping

AXIS of this level will prevent the population inversion. Heating of

I the gases occurs due to vibrational-rotational to translational
t 725 rsenergy transfer from excited vibrational states (including those

= 125 ISwhose populations are increased by lasing), and to a lesser

extent by electron molecule elastic collisions.
EDGE TO CENTER Depending on the boundary conditions. several of these

MNONUNIFORMITY IN effects can be occurring simultaneously. A summary of the
E 00 estimated time constants for the principal phenomena in these

discharges is given in Table 11. Some of the important lasers
0 and the range of lasing transitions are listed in Table Ill.

0003 The molecules CO,, N.O. OCS. CS,. and HCN are linear
4 00000 triatomics. and all have-two stretchine vibrational modes

and a bending mode. The CO,. N.O. and CS, systems can
be excited directly in discharges and also have operated by

000 -.,j7~---.---Z2~,energy transfer from vibrationallv excited nitrogen. The OCS
00 0T 20 3,0 40 transitions around 3.25 pmi appear in high-current pulsed

POSITION (cml discharges at low pressures. Various I-CN transitions occur

Fig. 10. Power deposition at the end of the current pulse when the applied in pulsed and/or CW discharges from I-CN or a variety of
electric field has a tractional edge-to-cenler nontuniformitt of 0.01 (highest precursors such as CH., and NH-,,N, or CH 4CN.
on the axis). The fortuitous near-coincidence of the vibrational energy

levels of N, (I' = 1) and CO,. (001) and the consequent high

~ INRARE MOECULR-GS LAERSefficiency of this laser have led to a dominance of research
on the C02-N2 -- He laser among infrared lasers 1581. The
highest efficiency laser (- 30'/u), summing over all lasing

A. Introduction lines. is the carbon monoxide laser, which also depends on

Infrared lasers generated by electrical discharges in molecu- vibrational excitation. This high efficiency is achieved in CO.
lar gases must satisfy three principal requirements if they are to because an absolute population inversion is not required and.
be efficient and useful. First, the discharge must excite certain under appropriate conditions, there is fast redistribution of
vibrational modes efficiently. These can be the vibrational the vibrational energy by anharmonic pumping (591. Also.
modes of the lasing species or of donor molecules. In terms multiple wavelength cascade lasing from levels as high as
of the gas-discharge parameters. this means that selection r= .17 to i,= :16 down to the r=I to r 0 transition
of the mean electron energy is accomplished by control of can occur.
the E/X parameter. One attempts to optimize the overlap The characteristic energies involved in the infrared lasers
between the EEDF (electron energy distribution function) and determine the operational parameters. The 5- and 10-pm
the excitation cross sections. Secondly, the plasma chemistry wavelengths correspond to approximatelly 0.2- and 0.1-eV
iflduced !-% -he discharce should not change the composition (t'f transitions, respectively. The ionization energies of the lasing



TABLE III and so had little or no control on the gas chemistry: and

PRINCIPAL TRANSmONS IN MOLECULAR GAS DiSCtARGE IR LASERS finally, considerably more research was concentrated on the

Molecule Wavelength Range Important Lines unstable forms of the discharge. rather than attempting to
(Pm) extend the regimes of uniform plasma operation. Assistance

Co 4.9--6.66 5.263. 5.113 to the development of laser physics came primarily from the

DBr 5.8--6.33 6.19. 6.224 knowledge of cross sections [60], the collisional processes

DCI 5.04-5.6 5.15. 5.18 involved, and the theoretical infrastructure for the calculation

DF 3.83-4.02 2.71. 2.76. 2.83 of electron energy distribution functions and energy deposition
in gases.

H, 0.835-1.3 1.12. 1.30

HBr 4.0-4.65: 19.4-23.4 4.2. 4.46. 4.57

HCI 3.7-4: 13.9-19.8 3.84 B. Specific Molecular Laser Processes

HF 2.64-3.05:10.2-21.8 2.83 Research in gaseous electronics and gas discharge physics

N, 0.75--8.2 0.87. 0.9 actually had indicated the possibility of laser action in molec-

CO, 4.32-4.38; 9.12-17.4 10.6 ular gases very early, but the clues were not pulled together
until Patel's experiments. In his book Electrons in Gases, Sir

H•0 26.4-218.5 33.9. 35.1 John Townsend [641 noted that there is a large increase in

H2O 2.28--67.2 79. 90 electron-energy losses in collisions with N2 molecules above

HS 33.48-225 162. 225 a mean energy of 0.8 eV. Reviewing data obtained in 1929, he
HCN 12.85-773 337 wrote: "In N, it must be assumed that in the experiments on

the determination of the mean energy and drift velocities, thereN2,O I0.34-i 1.04 10.5. 10.9
are losses of energy in large amounts in some of the collisions

SO2  10.85-215.3 140.85 of the electrons with atoms of nitrogen where the value of

OCS 8.24--8.42: 123-132 - E/P is 20, and the mean energy of the electrons is 2.2 eV."

CH. 3.04 - In this quote the word "atoms" is used in the generic sense to
mean atoms or molecules. It must be remembered that it was
not readily apparent at that time how an electron collision in

species are approximately 15 eV, and the electron-impact nitrogen could cause vibrational excitation efficiently or why
dissociation energies are in the range of 6 to 10 eV. The direct it would require 2.3 rather than 0.3 eV, the vibrational mode
vibrational excitation energies are 0.3 eV, and the much more energy. Thus the understanding of the efficient vibrational
important resonant vibrational-excitation energies typically are excitation of nitrogen lay dormant until the temporary negative
2 to 4 eV. Thus. one aims to maintain an EEDF that provides ion mechanism was identified (cf. [65]).
vibrational excitation and sufficient ionization to sustain the A large number of molecular gas-laser transitions in various

power loading into the discharge, but not too high an average gases have been shown to be possible using discharge or

electron energy, otherwise dissociation is rapid. There are discharge-assisted excitation [66]. Only the higher efficiency

various methods by which these constraints can be satisfied. and noncorrosive systems have received concentrated attention
Under low-pressure nonflowing conditions, one can add a gas and full investigation. There are many reports of different lines
with a low ionization potential and a large cross section for lasing under rather specific excitation conditions. However.nfot for many gases these systems are specialized, offer low
ionization. Xenon satisfies these requirements and does not
participate in the chemistry of the discharge. Alternatively, atof volumetric or

p c e the imizatiyon cne dsu ied beternately, a power scaling. The results were of interest primarily for
higher pressures tthe spectroscopic information that they provided. There is
sources such as high-energy electron beams [60].

Gasan approximate correlation between the energy of the laser
G transition and the electron-impact dissociation energy of the

cooling, precooling, or gas flow and expansion methods. These
gas. This means that at longer wavelengths the gas is verymethods will be discussed further below. In the case of the easily dissociated. Eventually, for rotational transitions it is

carbon monoxide laser, cryogenic cooling is required for more appropriate to use optical pumping.
sealed-off, low-vibrational transition lasing. The low gas tem- The first proposal for molecular gas-infrared lasers appears
perature reduces the competition of vibrational-translational to be that of Polanyi [67], and the discovery of laser action in a
collisions with vibrational-vibrational energy exchange. pulsed gas discharge (in nitrogen) was reported by Mathias and

Discharges in complex molecular gas mixtures had been Parker in 1963 [68]. Fast energy-transfer processes between
studied for many years and empirical observations on the phe- N,, CO, and CO 2 had been appreciated for many years by the
nomenology had been made on electronegative gases [611 for shock tube community. There is an interesting discussion in the
example. the ionization forms in oxygen-rich discharges and Proceedings of the 12th Solvav Institute Chemistry Conference.
the onset of constrictions [621 in gas mixtures. However. this where Hornig et al. [69] discuss the close coupling between
body of work was not generally useful in laser development. vibrationally excited nitrogen and CO or CO2 . In fact. the
First of all. the investigators did not work with gas mixtures very fast relaxation of CO, by water vapor is also mentioned.
of particular interest to lasers: they rarely used flowing gases Continuous wave operation (at I mW) in CO, was first

II



announced by Patel (70]. with excellent descriptions of the TABLE IV

lasing mechanism and transitions involved. Improvements in SIMILARtY REL.tAONS FOR MOLECULAR LASER A.,O ATOMIC
power output came with the addition of nitrogen (initiall as a LASER DISCHARGES (AFTER KONYU'KHOV. 1741). THE TABLE

INDICAtES THE DISCHARGE RESPONSE To CHANGES i1 TUBE

mixing laser). The nitrogen N_, ( = 1) level is easily excited RADIUS AND GAS PRESSURE THAT KEEP PR CONSTAT,
via a temporary negative ion resonance, and it rapidly transfers Parameters Molecular Atomic Laser

energy to the CO, (001) asymmetric stretch vibration. The Laser Discharge

addition of helium to the mixture gave further improvements Discharge low-current
densitv I

(now at levels up to 100-kW CW). The helium assists in (1) Dimensions R,,R-=a Assume

maintaining low gas temperature and also increases the re- L, =L:a.
laxation rate of the lower level. Scaling of the laser power I: Gas temperature Tg2 =Tg, RA =R2 a

has occurred in gas density, volume, and energy loading. The 2G e aoAssumean

related problems in discharge physics were primarily to avoid (3) Electron temperature Te_,=TeI Te2=Te!

the glow-to-arc transition and to provide sufficient gas cooling. (4) Gas pressure P-=P a P.=P.a
'(5) Gas number densitv N:=Nla N-=Nja

(6) Electron densttv Ne-=Ne, a Ne-=Ne a-

(7) Current density J'=Jta J,=j=a-"
C. Low-Energy Lasers (8) Current 1=-11 a [,=I!

The scaling laws for positive-column-dominated gas dis- 9) Electric field E-E a
t0) Power Input leneth P-=P P-=P a

charges at low pressures and at low input power were de- (lla) Gain coetficient X =x, a IHgher current

veloped in the 1920's and 1930's. They were assembled in (I lb) - x 2 =X laser discharees
SI '2a) Saturation flux densttN S'=S1 a in'ol'e

the landmark book by von Engel and Steenbeck in 1934 [711 ,-2b) - P=P..a forbidden

and later reviewed by Francis [72]. While these similarity (13) Power out .olume PL-=PI_ ',milarII.

laws appeared to be useful in application to helium-neon procsse,, ,uch
laser discharges. the higher power densities of molecular as %tep

excitation and

gas lasers necessitated revisions. Abrams and Bridges [731 Ionization, and
updated these relationships for laser discharges (cf. Table IV), recomrtration

using the revisions provided by Konyukhov [741. These allow
for the high-power densities of the laser discharge and the The Schottkv diffusion theorv (t thc psittxe column. at-
consequent gas heating. Konyukhov noted that if molecular gas though often quoted with respect to molecular gas lasers, does
discharges of different diameter have the same gas temperature not apply. The Schottky model - otage
and electron temperature. they obey siiart rules (not no pl.TeShtk. oe predicts a discharge voltg

esimilarity that is independent of current. While nonlinear terms in ion-
quite the same as atomic gases) with consequent relations ization or loss will give a falling characteristic D. Schuocker ct
that apply to laser gain and efficiency. At the higher gas a. [75] showed that for narrow-bore helium-neon discharges
pressures appropriate to many waveguide lasers. the transition

these effects are insufficient to describe the experimentallinewidth becomes proportional to pressure rather than being observations. The inclusion of a wall sheath of reasonable

Doppler broadened. Then the gain is independent of density extensions shown o model the o r resule
extension was shown to model the observed results. The

and tube diameter. These discharge and laser similarity laws sheath thickness increases with electron temperature and with
are summarized in Table IV, where relations ( IIa) and (12a) decreasing charge density. Therefore the effects of the finite
refer to a constant linewidth that is Doppler broadened, wall sheath are more important at lower discharge currents
relations (1 lb) and (12b) refer to linewidths that are pressure when the discharge plasma volume is actually constricted

broadened. The results show that the waveguide or narrow- by the shatee These olusis whle oricted
bv the sheath extension. These conclusions. while originall

diameter lasers scale as power per unit length. and not as
power per unit volume. This result occurs, because it is the derived for rare gas lasers, also apply to molecular gases.

former th:. ntrols gas temperature in waveguide lasers. The For low-pressure larger radius discharges. the principalformr t: nrol gastemeraurein avegidelasrs.The cooling is by thermal diffusion to the boundaries; that is.

result alsk, . csages the importance of gas cooling in larger

devices. div(k grad T) + Q = 0. (16)
In many waveguide lasers (atomic and molecular) it is

extremely difficult to obtain a stable dc discharge without The profile of the heating term Q is controlled by the electron
additional RF excitation. As demonstrated long ago. two density profile. To first order, the Bessel function may be
conditions must be satisfied to obtain a stable discharge: the approximated by a parabolic function (Q = Q,,j1 - 5r' 'R`t2 .
ballast resistor (or its diode impedance equivalent) must be where (2,) is the on-axis value. The temperature difference
greater than the absolute value of the differential resistance between the discharge axis and tube wall is then given by
R of the discharge, and the ballast also must be lower 3EI1 - (1)
than ( '1,C!?), where L is the inductance of the discharge AT- (17)
and C is the capacitance between anode and cathode. Many SPkmix
discharges in capillaries or with limited cathode area have where A ..,, is the species-averaged thermal conductivity. E
rapidly changing V - I curves at low currents, and it is difficult is the discharge electric field. I is the discharge current. and
to run a stable discharge. Such circumstances led to adoption '; is the laser efficiency. The difference in gas temperature is
of RF excitation, independent of tube radius. For a CO_:N,:He. 1:2:3 mixture.
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i I that the impedance of the load as seen by the RF source is
the complex conjugate of the impedance of the generator as
seen by the load. An analysis relevant to waveguide lasers

100
has been provided by Moghbeli et al. [77]. and while it was

\ I derived with CO, waveguide lasers in mind. it has reasonably

E so •_o generic applicability. There are two similar principal RF exci-
SFAST FLOW- tation approaches. The first uses metal electrodes sandwiched

L LASERS between ceramic pieces to provide a hollow waveguide. It

"" Lis found that more efficient operation is obtained when the
oi- \0-.J, excitation frequency is high where the sheath fields are lower.

LUSHowever. at higher frequencies and Ionzer waveguide lengths
LU I ._\ _ \the RF wavelength is comparable to the discharge length, and

10
.h ~nonuniform fields cause nonuniform discharges. This effect is

A ,overcome by using distributed shunt inductors. The inductors
5 provide a negative admittance to compensate for the variation

in phase angle of the transmission-line reflection coefficient
along the length of the laser. The inductors are of equal
value except the end inductors, which have twice the value

2 of the others. The second approach is the parallel-resonant
S2 t to 20 30 distributed inductance developed bv Newman et al. [78]. The

-EECTRODE SPACINGiTUBE DIAMETER mini
ceramic pieces are sandwiched between the electrodes to

Fig. 11. Electrical input power density in diffusion-cooled and tast-flow form a relatively high capacitance structure. Many discrete
lasers. The power densttv for alpha-to-gamma discharge-mode transition is inductances are used to approximate uniformly distributed
shown for diffusion-cooled lasers at the optimum excitation frequency (after
1761). One wishes to operate at high frequencies in the alpha-mode at power

densities below the transition line to maintain efficient and uniform excitation, provide an LC resonance at the excitation frequency. This
second method is becoming more important, because it permits
power scaling by increasing the area of the electrode or by use

k , 10 3 W/cm/K. The maximum temperature difference of coupled discharges to give phased-array structures.
tolerable (-- 300 K) translates to a maximum laser output

of 50 W/m at an efficiency of 20%. Several methods have D. High-Energy Lasers
been used to overcome this temperature limitation. Hall et al.
[76] have readdressed the waveguide laser and pointed out Scaling to power levels of more than a few hundred watts re-

the importance of area scaling. For higher power lasers this quires convective cooling of the laser. The mass flow required

limitation is overcome by high velocity flow to provide heat ii. to limit the temperature rise to -\T K. is given by

rejection (see below). lt P(I - H
If one considers a uniform discharge between a cooled metal CAT

plate of width ic. length L. and spacing ,4. then the total The CO, 1:2:3 mixture corresponds to an equivalent 18.7
laser power extractable from the volume is P, = fP,(wi/d)L. gm/mol and a specific heat. ip = 26 J, mol:K. The gas density
where f is a geometric factor allowing for two-wall cooling, is •.4 x l0-4rnict 3 . These figures translate into -b 1 )-43

and PL is the specific power for a square cross-section gain Ibis/kW. For powers greater than a kilowatt. this flow is

medium (defined by Hall et at. as approximately 80 W/m). difficult to achieve at low pressures and so gives an incentive
Consequently, the power of a waveguide laser should scale to consider pressure scaling. While the CO, laser again will be
asP = f(PL/d).4. Subject to the requirement of no decrease considered, the concepts apply to other molecular gas systems.
in energy deposition efficiency, this suggests that for a chosen The input power is given by P = jE = q,.iiE., where
d the lasers will scale with electrode area .1. Experiments it. is the electron drift velocity. To achieve high efficiency.
validating these ideas have recently been reported [761. A an (E/.V) is selected and the fractional ionization is kept
376-mm-long CO, discharge excited at 125 MHz gave power constant. Therefore P = q(nE/.\N.tI.. V or P , N 2 if
extraction scaling as 20 kW/m 2 in the one-dimensional cooling the conditions are met. At low pressures. E/N must he high
regime. The scaling of the input power density versus the enough to provide an ionization frequency that balances the
electrode spacing (for waveguides) or versus the tube diameter losses due to diffusion. recombination. and attachment. At high
for a free-space cavity mode laser is illustrated in Fig. 11. Fast pressures the ionization can be provided by electron beams.
flow lasers are really only economical for higher power lasers which then permit tuning of the E/N of the pumping discharge
and so have been given a power densit` threshold. to obtain maximum efficiency. This approach benefited from

The importance of efficient coupling of RF energy to the the energy-deposit ion studies performed many years earlier
laser discharges must be emphasized. RF matching networks by Berger and Seltzer [791. Pumping efficiency curves have
are used in RF plasma reactors. and a similar but distributed been provided bv various authors 180].
matching is required for the RF-excited lasers. It is necessary Eventually. the CO2 electrical laser becomes a victim of its
that the matching condition be at least approximated. such high efficiency. This occurs when the relaxation of the lower
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laser level is fast enough and provides sufficient energy to electron attachment and dissociation were invaluable. There
modify the flowing-gas properties. The effect has been named are several methods to overcome the adverse effccts of dis-
"'mode-medium interaction." sociation of CO2 on laser operation. In sealed systems it is

The RF discharge was investigated by Levitskii [81], who possible to provide the required ionization level with reduced
classified two principal modes: a so-called alpha discharge dissociation levels by adding a small percentage of xenon to
at low-current discharges with distinct electrode sheaths and the traditional gas mixture. The use of xenon is attractive, since
volume (Townsend) ionization: and a second, gamma-mode. it does not react chemically with the other species and has a
at higher current densities where the discharge is maintained large ionization cross section and a low ionization potential.
by secondary electron emission caused by ion bombardment In principle, one could use metal additives, but these lead to
of the electrodes. (A contemporary approach [82] would difficulties with control of the vapor pressure and condensation
introduce the influences of excitation frequency, collisionless on optical components. Alternatively. CO or H, may be added
energy transfer, and wave-riding.) These excitation mecha- to the mixture to enhance detachment of negative ions. A
nisms can cause spatial discharge inhomogeneities. Optimum third method to reduce the dissociation of CO- is to include
excitation frequencies which vary inversely with the electrode heterogeneous catalysts in the system. Materials that have been
spacing are found to be typically 120 MHz at d = 2.75 used include hopcalite. platinum, and gold [91]. Browne and
mm. Too low a frequency gives the -,-mode, whose fast Smith [92] demonstrated that while a platinum catalyst in a
electrons cause excessive dissociation for CO2 -based lasers low-pressure CW CO_-N,-He-Xe laser resulted in a long
and probably most other molecular infrared lasers as well. lifetime, the further addition of hydrogen or deuterium was
The transfer of the models and analyses developed for RF deleterious. In other words, the benefits of reassociation had
processing discharges to RF-excited lasers has not been made. already been obtained and the hydrogen then only decreased
However, empirical advances in coupling several waveguide the population of the upper laser level.
lasers by means of ridge coupled areas, driven by one RF In flowing lasers and at high pressures it is not economical
source. point the way to new discharge configurations suitable to use xenon. and then one does use additives such as H-0. 02,
for phased-array operation. and H2 . Shields et al. [93] constructed a comprehensive kinetic

Scaling to high pressures was also achieved by pulsed high- model of negative ion formation in such discharges and also
pressure discharges. These relate to the early work on impulse compared the low-pressure results of Prince and Garscadden
breakdown studies by the school of Meek and Craggs [831. To [94]. At high pressures, CO,. is the dominant negative ion.
avoid extremely high voltages, Dumanchin and Rocca-Serra while at low pressure the negative ions of the oxides of
[84] first excited high-pressure (420 torr) CO2 in transverse nitrogen and the oxygen negative ions are more important.
geometry. Beaulieu [85] used 17-kV short-10's of ns pulses to An analysis by Hokazono and Fujimoto [95] used 175 kinetic
excite an atmospheric pressure discharge where the distributed equations for the plasma chemistry in a TEA laser and obtained
excitation was achieved by using a row of sharp pins as a a useful engineering rule that the fractional decomposition was
cathode. Many configurations and preionization schemes have almost proportional to the energy deposited/pulse. Calculations
been investigated, including X-rays. double pulses, photoion- of the effects of additive CO. H,, and H20 showed the last
ization. and auxiliary discharges. Lin and Levalter [86] defined to be most effective in reforming CO-: however, this criterion
the preionization conditions necessary to achieve uniformity alone is not sufficient, since no account is made of the effects
of the laser discharge. The technology has been reviewed by of the additives on the plasma stability.
Wood [87], and more recently by Brown [88].

F. Discharge Instabilities
E. Discharge Chemistry The problem of arcing at high pressures is an old one.

The detailed analysis of infrared lasers has invoked many as- Several authors [96]-[98] have suggested that the presence of
pects of discharge physics. Calculations of the electron-energy a sufficient density of negative ions enhances arcing in TEA
distribution functions by solving the Boltzmann transport lasers based on CO 2 and other gases or gas mixtures. At high-
equation were assisted by the methods established much energy loading the actual arcing often appears to be a combi-
earlier by discharge research and electron transport research. nation of an ionization and a thermal instability. The ionization
These calculations were made for given input cross sections. instability in an infrared molecular gas mixture is. strictly
E/N values, and an assumed gas mixture. Rapid progress speaking, an attachment-ionization-recombination instability.
was possible since the codes were essentially established by It occurs in both self-contained and externally sustained
early work. especially that of Frost and Phelps [89]. These charges. These instabilities have properties similar to the clas-
calculations were not self-consistent, in that they did not sical moving striations [97]. Temporal-spatial inhomogeneities
"consider dissociation or the resultant chemistry. Furthermore. adversely affect the quality of the laser medium and sometimes
the traditional drift experiments studiously had avoided such provide a trigger mechanism for the onset of constriction
real-life problems. Nighan et al. [90] were among the first and arcing. Thus the uncontrolled plasma chemistry can lead
to show that the influences of plasma-induced chemistry and to degraded long-term performance of low-power lasers and
negative ions were very important for long-life, sealed-off catastrophic failure of high-power lasers. The degradation can
operation and for higher energy-density discharge stability, occur also due to vibrational quenching by the impurities, and.
To analyze these phenomena. the quantitative databases on more seriously, to the dissociation of the lasing species.



The attachment instability requires an electron-attachment local heating and expansion of the cathode gas layer against
rate which increases rapidly with electron temperature. The the more dense background gas. A possible explanation is
necessary condition was expressed by Nighan and Wiegand that there is a coupling of the fluid-dynamic Rayleigh-Taylor
[971 as instability with the ionization and thermal instabilities of the

ka ka plasma.
kk> 1 (19) The carbon monoxide laser is one in which all of
k,k, the degrees of freedom of the molecule play important

where k,, and k, are the attachment and ionization rates, roles in the laser mechanism and efficiency. The laser
and the caret notation denotes their logarithmic derivatives depends on the vibrational excitation by anharmonic pumping
with respect to T,_. The mechanism of the instability can through vibrational-vibrational (V-V) energy transfer. Carbon
be described heuristically as being similar to a striation, monoxide is slightly anharmonic and the energy spacing
Neglecting the phase relations, an increase in electron tem- between vibrational levels becomes smaller with an increase
perature will cause an increase in negative ion density, and in the vibrational level. The energy is redistributed by the
a decrease in the local electron density. There is therefore process:
a decrease in the local plasma conductivity. If the circuit
conditions require a constant current, the local electric field CO( I,)- CO(e') -. CO( + 1) + CO( t" - 1) (20)
will increase, which further increases the attachment rate and
thus leads to instability. The sufficient conditions for instability low translational-rotational temperature. The CO(r) is excited
involve the electron-ion and ion-ion recombination rates and

by electron collisions up to approximately v=7. The highermost importantly, the detachment rate k,t. As the current
density in the discharge increases. kj must be made larger vibrational levels are then populated in a non-Boltzmann distri-
doensityuinrthe dschargity.The increasdes. ye mt be msadela bution bv anharmonic pumping. In carbon monoxide at lower
to ensure stability. The amplitude cycle of the insta bility s, the V-V energy transfer rates are orders of magnitude
can be established by numerically solving the continuity faster than the vibrational-translational (V-T) energy-transfer
equations for the three charged species. Examples of such rates. Trainor et at. [1021 showed that when there is strong
calculations are give by Long et al. [991 for a C02 :N2 :He excitation of the lower vibrational levels and decoupling cf the
laser mix and the effects Of 02 and CO. These results were vibrational manifold from the translational mode. the upper
confirmed by Beverly [1001. In principle, the influences of the
discharge modulations on the laser output can be calculated. levels o the vibratioltmanifd re ov rp te withThe neutral plasma chemistrv occurs on a longer time scale respect to the equivalent Boltzmann distribution for the same

vibrational energy content. Due to their higher small signal(Table I1) and hence can be calculated separately to establish i on a er conent Due o their h rasignalthe neutral densities. The negative ion-chemistry calculations gains. almost all CO lasers operate on the P transitions from
vibrational rotational states (V, J)-(V-1, J+l), which permitby Shields et al. [931 showed that small amounts of oxygen i on partial

were especially troublesome to the uniformity of atmospheric tasing s, pauinversions. The lasing occurs in cascading
TEA CO, lasers. The preionization electrons are lost rapidly transitions, because when one transition reaches threshold.to mleclaroxyen v treebodyattchmnt.Thi efectit depletes the lower level of the transition above it and
to molecular oxygen by three-body attachment. This effect
greatly reduces the permissible time window between the populates the upper level of the transition below it. Thesegreianiyatidncpulsehandemainsdischarge.Thusothebcollision effects lead to operation on a series of transitions and apreionization pulse and main discharge. Thus the collisio naliher than
processes and plasma chemistry actually determine the require- 6gh qhave een o verall effigh oy h ig n
ments and sophistication of the circuit hardware needed for p0%shave been rorted v13] Thvigh opt couplin
reproducible and efficient lasing. possible with CO produces very obvious optogalvanic effectswhich illustrate the need for inclusion of collisions of theThe interest in high-pressure lasers led gas discharge re-
search into parameter regimes that were entirely new. The seodkninm elgthsaerPirtoheC lsrthere had been few studies on cryogenically cooled discharges.e-beam-sustained discharge may satisfy the quoted conditions Terqieeto o rnltoa eprtrsldt

The requirement of low translational temperatures led to a
for stability: however, the discharges will often still form revival of interest in discharges with cryogenic wall cooling
arcs. The theory previously referenced is for a homogeneous
unbounded plasma: there is no account of the phenomena or in supersonic expanding flows. Reilly [104] identifies
at the boundaries. Arc formation in such e-beam-sustained the latter as a class where the discharge has volumetric
plasmas was studied by Douglas- Hamilton [1011. A major temperature control. In this case, there is a one-dimensional

plasas as tuded b Dogla-Hailto [11].A mjorpower balance of flow heating versus the discharge power
finding was the identification and measurement of discharge pus c
streamers (usually but not always initiated at the cathode) input:

which propagate into the discharge and often lead to shorting dT E
of the gap. The streamer growth rate was determined to be rE-p-(- r? i . 1  (2
exponential. Based on the framing camera measurements and
shadowgraphs. a model was devised wherein the streamer is where r and cp are the gas density and specific heat. re-
represented as a quasi-thermal arc concentrating the current spectively. U is the gas velocity. ,Tq/dz is the rate of
flow and enhancing the electric field at its leading tip. The temperature increase with distance, and v, is the electron
initiation of the streamer at the cathode is caused by a local thermal speed. The important point is that as the gas density
inhomogeneity in cathode emission, which in turn results in the increases while the power input increases at a fixed i E/N'.
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the capability of the gas to absorb the power also increases not come easily, since a large database is required to model
with g-as density, and design such lasers. The modeling requires information on

Shapiro [105] has analyzed the situation of heat input to a large number of processes: (a) electron-impact excitation
gas flow in a channel of constant-area cross section and and ionization: (b) ion impact. especially dissociative charge
showed that both subsonic and supersonic flows will tend transfer in polyatomic species: (c) V-T relaxation rates. (d)
to Mach number = 1. Ravleigh line calculations for energv V-V-T near resonance exchange collisions: (e) spontaneous
input approximately equal to the translational flow energy decay rates, including A. = 1 and Au = 2; (0) stimulated
show that inlet Mach numbers must be less than 0.15 to emission cross sections and line-broadening parameters. and
avoid density changes greater than a factor of two. Chok- (g) miscellaneous processes involved in the conditions related
ing will occur for inlet Mach numbers of -. 0.4 [1041. to discharge uniformity and stability such as UV ionization
Thus in CW and repetitively pulsed devices the average processes, attachment, and detachment rates. Research into
power is limited by the maximum flow velocity: in short- collisional processes has benefited the CO laser-some of
pulse (less than the flow transit time) devices the pulse the recent impressive gains in the CO-laser performance and
energy is limited bv the maximum gas temperature permis- applications are reviewed by Maisenhalder [1101. Similar
sible. improvements are considered possible for other laboratory

Gas purity is very important in the carbon monoxide infrared lasers.
systems, since it is necessary to avoid any species that It is anticipated that more practical designs for high-pressure
quench the vibrational manifold. The anharmonicity of CO operation of gas discharges will evolve due to the interest in
means that there is usually a resonance energy transfer to tunable lasers and in very short pulse lasers. The necessary
the impurity from some levels of the CO. Some species operating pressure for continuous frequency tuning is about 5
such as the pentacarbonvls cause extremely fast V-T atm for a mixture of CO, isotopes, and 10 a"tr for a single
rates. isotope 11111. There are many applications in spectroscopy.

As one moves into the submillimeter region the discharges short-pulse phenomena. ranging. optical pumping. and relax-
required become longer and larger in cross section. These ation processes to encourage this development. It appears that
oscillators have been used as reference frequencies and for distributed (meander-line or slow-wave applicator) microwave
plasma interferometrv. The difficulties, such as toxicity, of excitation may play a role in discharge excitation, in addition
working with HCN. CS,. etc.. have restricted their uses thus to the waveguide devices utilized so far.
far. (There are also considerable problems with sealed-off Gas-phase approaches to the near-millimeter wave-source
operation that have received little attention.) As an interesting problem have been reviewed by De Lucia ei al. [1121.
example of such discharges. Pollack et al. [1061 ran a I-A The gas-phase approach is still attractive for higher power
water-cooled discharge. 3 m in length with a 7.5-cm ID. The devices. It should be possible to revisit these devices with
water vapor laser displayed at least 65 pulsed lines, ranging a better understanding of the plasma conditions required
from 47 to 79 jim and 9 CW lines, for laser operation. Also. new excitation techniques and

The extension of discharge excitation techniques to far- configurations offer enhanced performance. Several of the
infrared transitions that involve pure rotational transitions ideas used in plasma processing. such as extended multipole
becomes one of limiting returns. The quantum efficiency plasma confinement and electron-cyclotron resonance plasmas.
becomes the ratio of the rotational quantum to at least one appear attractive and may serve to change such lasers from
vibrational quantum. The discharge excitation also introduces laboratory devices to established sources. Electrical-chemical
the problems of plasma chemistry and gas cooling. There- lasers operating in the infrared, similar to those discussed
fore it is much easier, if appropriate laser pumping sources in Section III. are anticipated. Materials and catalyst
exist, to use optical excitation of the far-infrared transition. developments may not only regenerate the lasing species.
The overall efficiencies are about the same since, in either but also deliver vibrationally excited molecules [1131.
case, one is still using a discharge to provide the vibrational [114].
laser. Other configurations of great interest will be those that

Discharge lasers that are electrical-chemical in nature can are modular [78], [1151 and compatible with phased-array
accommodate more intense and higher E/N discharges. Such operation. Hart et al. [1151 have demonstrated mode locking
methods include microwave excitation [107], [1081 or e-beam and efficiency in CO2 using a staggered waveguide approach
stabilized discharges [109]. In these systems there are proba- (68 W in a 6-element array). The machining techniques and
bly contributions to population inversion from recombination optical gratings for longer wavelength operation should be
reactions into excited products. easier and less expensive than those required below 12 jim.

Some remarkable claims of a very large number (61) of
coupled discharge lasers have been made 11161 at 10.6 jim.

G. Future Prospects

Initially. much of the research tended to concentrate on
the scaling of infrared lasers: however, more recently there ACKNOWLEDGMENT
has been a new emphasis on long lifetime and reliability. The authors thank their colleagues for comments and refer-
This trend is expected to continue and expand from the CO, ences. especially E. A. McLean for suggestions regarding the
and CO systems to other infrared laseis. Improvements do short--wavelength laser portion of the text.
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